
Whether you are managing assets according to faith or values-based criteria, 

adhering to legislative requirements, or mitigating financial risks, our Product 

Involvement research can help you achieve your investment mandates. This 

research includes details on how a company is involved in one or more areas 

as well as the degree of involvement, generally using revenue as a proxy. 

Relevant corporate actions are also tracked in order to capture changes in 

involvement that might arise through mergers and acquisitions or spin-offs.

Sustainalytics’ Product Involvement enables investors to 

identify companies involved in a range of product areas.

1.  Research Access 
Access research on all publicly-listed 
companies with involvement in the most widely 
used product areas

2.  Depth 
Understand the nature and level of each 
company’s involvement to support investment 
decisions and engagement efforts

3.  Up-to-Date Information  
Receive up-to-date information on companies’ 
business activities

4.  Quality of Research 
Rely on high quality research established 
through systematic and comprehensive data 
collection methods

5. Accessibility 
Access research via Global Access, our online 
client service portal with user-friendly analytic 
and screening tools or receive bespoke 
research and screening reports on request

6.  Expertise 
Gain access to our dedicated team of product 
and topic experts
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Areas of Product Involvement

Controversial Weapons Radar 
Screen for public and private companies involved in weapons whose use have an indiscriminate and disproportional 
humanitarian impact on civilians, such as cluster and nuclear weapons

Arms Trade Research 
Screen for companies that sell arms to sanctioned countries or countries with a high risk of violence against civilians

Human Rights Radar  
Screen for companies complicit in human rights violations in high risk countries
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